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Yachts Participating in BOTH Darwin-Dili and Sail Indonesia Rallies 

Sail Indonesia Rally 2017 

For those of you wishing to extend your voyage into Indonesia, special arrangements are available for 
participants in the Dili Rally through the 2017 Sail Indonesia Rally are detailed below. (Note: you do not have 
to follow the Sail Indonesia schedule to participate in their Rally – you can choose your locations, timetables 
and exit ports).   

Sail Timor-Leste and Sail Indonesia work co-operatively to facilitate arrangements for yachts that wish to 
enter both Rallies.  (Note: you do not have to follow the Sail Indonesia schedule to participate in their Rally 
– you can choose your locations, timetables and exit ports 

The Darwin Dili Yacht Rally starts on 15 July 2017, two (2) weeks prior to the Sail Indonesia Rally leaving 
Darwin on 29 July. This will allow enough time for Dili Rally participants to spend a short while in Timor-Leste 
and its waters before sailing across the north coast of Timor Island onto Kupang in West Timor, joining up 
with the Sail Indonesia fleet arriving from Darwin, between 29 July – 4 August 2017. 

Note: You must arrive in Indonesia at Kupang at the same time as the group of yachts arrive from Darwin so 
your visas, paperwork and incoming documentation can be processed with all the other yachts. 

If you arrive in Kupang after these dates, Sail Indonesia staff will have moved onto other locations and not 
be able to assist you with your incoming paperwork; you would need to manage Indonesian Customs and 
other entry arrangements by yourself. In the past this has meant employing a local agent in Kupang to assist 
you with entry arrangements, which can cost in the order of USD$250. 

The arrangements to participate in both Rallies are as follows: 

1. When entries for the two Rallies open in March 2017: 

a) Complete your on-line entry for the Darwin Dili Yacht Rally indicating your intention to join the Sail 
Indonesia Rally afterwards: http://www.sailtimorleste.org/index.php/entry/ 

b) Then enter the Sail Indonesia Rally - email to mail@sailindonesia.net Organisers of both Rallies will 
liaise to ensure we maintain an accurate record of yachts participating in both events.  

3. Once you have fully completed entry in the Sail Indonesia Rally, you will be able to apply for Social 
visas for entry into Indonesia.  This can be done in Darwin before you leave or in Dili after you arrive; 
the process can take up to 5 working days. Further information on Indonesian visas can be found at 
http://www.sailindonesia.net/rally/rallypermit.php.  

4. Sail Indonesia staff will provide an information briefing to yachts undertaking the Dili Rally following 
the Dili Rally Technical Briefing on Saturday 9 July. In this briefing you will receive the information 
that would normally be made available to yachts at the Sail Indonesia Technical Briefing in Darwin. 

Additionally, for yachts participating in both rallies, an informal cruise from Dili to Kupang is being organised. 
This will include a short stopover at the Timor-Leste enclave, Oecusse, which is located on the north coast 
of West Timor (approximate co-ordinates S09° 10' E124° 20').  
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Oecusse (also known as Pante Makassar) is almost equidistant from Dili and Kupang (approximately 90 NM 
from Dili and from Kupang).  Oecusse will be automatically included on your Timor-Leste Sailing 
Authorisation so there is no need to decide about this destination in advance. 

 

Sailing in Indonesian Waters – General information 

As a result of the Indonesian Government Regulation PERATURAN PRESIDEN REPUBLIK INDONESIA - 
NOMOR 105 TAHUN 2015 - TENTANG KUNJUNGAN KAPAL WISATA (YACHT) ASING KE 
INDONESIA (December 2015) the requirement that all cruising yachts visiting Indonesia must have a CAIT 
(Cruising Approval for Indonesian Territory) in addition the yacht Customs Import Bond has been abolished.  

Since early 2016, foreign yachts are no longer required to have a CAIT (Cruising Authority for Indonesian 
Territory) before entering Indonesia: 

a) Yachts can now enter Indonesia freely at a designated port of entry with no special procedures to 
follow other than Registration with Indonesian Customs before you arrive in Indonesia; on arrival 
at the first port the Captain must report to the relevant authorities with the Indonesian Customs 
Form, all yacht documentation and crew passports.  

b) All yachts must have: 

(1) A current National Registration Certificate to obtain an Indonesian Customs Entry Permit.  

(2) An AIS transmitter & receiver are required by law for all foreign vessels in Indonesian 
waters. You will need the MMSI number associated with the unit, and 

(3) Visas for crew entry into Indonesia, which can be obtained from the Indonesian Embassy in 
Dili.   

c) When checking out of Indonesia, the Captain must report with all yacht documentation and crew 
passports at a designated port of exit.  

d) Yachts wishing to travel to Indonesia independently of Sail Indonesia or other organised events 
will need to organise their own paperwork. Further information on this may be obtained from 
mail@sailtimorleste.org - we can assist with these arrangements. 

Social visas for Indonesia for yacht crew should also be obtained in advance from the Indonesian Consulate 
in Darwin or from the Indonesian Embassy in Dili. Indonesian Social visas generally take 4-5 days to process. 
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Returning to Australia? 

Finally, if you will be returning to Darwin/Australia after cruising through Indonesia, you are welcome to 
return to Timor-Leste waters and call in at Dili etc for another stay if you wish – you may need to renew visas 
etc but this is not difficult. On return to Dili, the first point of call is the Dili Port Authority/Harbour Master. 
You may email mail@sailtimorleste.org of your intentions to return to Dili and we will advise Dili Port; 
however you will still need to contact them directly on arrival to arrange your clearances. 

If you have any queries regarding this information, please contact us at the above email addresses. 

 


